
How to be Salt and Light Instead of a Weirdo

1.  Remember, God is in _____________ and He ____________
what He 

     is doing; ___________ Him. Psalm 33:10, 13-15, 18-22; Isaiah 25:1, 
45:5-7.

2.  Remember, God said things would get ___________ and 
__________; 

     don’t get _______________ when they do. 2 Timothy 3:1-5.

3.  Don’t __________; it ruins your ________________ and it doesn’t 

     ____________ anything. Philippians 2:14-15.

4.  Don’t __________.  You will come across as _____________ and 

     _________________ and it doesn’t _____________ anything.
     Psalm 37:1, 7-8; Proverbs 24:19.

5.  __________ for ______________ faithfully whenever you are 
inclined to 

     __________. Luke 18:7-8.

6.  Remember the key principle of ________________: people come 
to 

     ____________ during high ___________ times. 

7.  Make a ____________ every ______________ to be a 
_____________
    for Jesus. Acts 1:8.

8.  A good ____________ for Jesus ____________ people to the 
truth by 
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     their _______________. Matthew 5:13-14, 16.

     - ________________ in the midst of uncertainty.

     - ________________ when most around you are being negative.

     - Look for _________________ to meet __________, to do 
_________.
       Titus 2:7.

⦁ Don’t __________.

⦁ Don’t _____________.

⦁ Be ____________.

⦁ The more you talk about ______________ events the more apt 
you 

are to _________ up. Proverbs 10:19, 17:27-28.

⦁ _____________ the urge to express your ______________.
     Job 32:17.

⦁ Don’t ____________. Titus 2:9; 2 Timothy 2:24.

- Be _________, kind, and gracious. 1 Peter 3:8; Ephesians 4:32.

9.  Don’t __________ _______________ of a government leader, but 

     instead __________ for them. 1 Timothy 2:1-4; Romans 13:1; 1 Peter 
2:17.

10. Spend __________ with God every day _____________ the 
________

      and _______________. 

11.  Look forward with great _______________ to the day Jesus 
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________

      and becomes __________ of the world. 
      Romans 8:19; 1 Corinthians 1:7; Philippians 3:20; Hebrews 9:28

12.  If you can‘t handle the _________________ to rant, rave, 
grumble, 

      complain or gossip, then get ________ of ________________.
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